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Can a Wanzlick-like equilibrium exist between
dicoordinate borylenes and diborenes?†
Felipe Fantuzzi, *abcd Yinchun Jiao, e Rian D. Dewhurst,
Holger Braunschweig bc and Bernd Engels *a

bc

Frank Weinhold,

f

Boron chemistry has experienced tremendous progress in the last few decades, resulting in the isolation of
a variety of compounds with remarkable electronic structures and properties. Some examples are the singly
Lewis-base-stabilised borylenes, wherein boron has a formal oxidation state of +I, and their dimers
featuring a boron–boron double bond, namely diborenes. However, no evidence of a Wanzlick-type
equilibrium between borylenes and diborenes, which would open a valuable route to the latter
compounds, has been found. In this work, we combine DFT, coupled-cluster, multireference methods,
and natural bond orbital/natural resonance theory analyses to investigate the electronic, structural, and
kinetic factors controlling the reactivity of the transient CAAC-stabilised cyanoborylene, which
spontaneously cyclotetramerises into a butterﬂy-type, twelve-membered (BCN)4 ring, and the reasons
why its dimerisation through the boron atoms is hampered. The computations are also extended to the
NHC-stabilised borylene counterparts. We reveal that the borylene ground state multiplicity dictates the
preference for self-stabilising cyclooligomerisation over boron–boron dimerisation. Our comparison
between NHC- vs. CAAC-stabilised borylenes provides a convincing rationale for why the reduction of
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the former always gives diborenes while a range of other products is found for the latter. Our ﬁndings
provide a theoretical background for the rational design of base-stabilised borylenes, which could pave

DOI: 10.1039/d1sc05988b

the way for novel synthetic routes to diborenes or alternatively non-dimerising systems for smallmolecule activation.

rsc.li/chemical-science

Introduction
The Wanzlick equilibrium is a fundamental process whereby two
diaminocarbenes, [(R2N)2C:], are in equilibrium with their C]C
bonded dimers, i.e. [(R2N)2C]C(NR2)2] (Scheme 1a).1 While the
Wanzlick equilibrium has only been conrmed to occur with
a few specic carbenes, the process is of fundamental and
historical interest in persistent carbene chemistry,2 and has even
been observed in higher homologues of carbenes3 and
a dialumene.4
a
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Dicoordinate borylenes of the form [LRB:] (L ¼ Lewis base),
isolobal and isoelectronic analogues of carbenes [R2C:], are very
rare species. Contrary to their naked borylene analogues [RB:],
which exhibit singlet ground states regardless of the R groups,5
[LRB:] species can have either singlet or triplet ground states.6
Two examples of dicoordinate borylenes have been isolated by
employing p-accepting carbene ligands, the groups of Stephan
and Bertrand using a cyclic (alkyl)(amino)carbene (CAAC) (I,
Scheme 1b),7 and that of Hudnall using a diamidocarbene (II).8
Beyond isolated examples of dicoordinate borylenes, transient
examples (III–V, Scheme 1b) have been inferred as intermediates in an intramolecular C–C insertion reaction,9 transitionmetal-like ligand exchange reactions at boron,10 borylenemediated dinitrogen xation and dimerisation,11 and others.12
These species can also be generated from the more common
doubly base-stabilised [L1L2RB:] precursors13 either by photolytic10a or thermal10b ligand extrusion processes. However,
despite the fact that dicoordinate borylenes [LRB:] and their
diborene14 cousins [LRB]BRL] have now been both isolated
and inferred from reactivity, no evidence for a bora-Wanzlick
equilibrium has been presented. It is also important to note
that the reduction of base-stabilised dihaloorganyl boranes
[LBRX2] most oen leads to the diborene [LRB]BRL] when
the L unit is a poor p-acceptor, but in contrast, boryl radicals,15
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Scheme 2

Scheme 1

borylenes, or intramolecular C–C/C–H activation products16 are
formed when the L unit is a strong p-acceptor. The elucidation
of the underlying reasons is one of the topics of the present
work.
Along these lines, a particularly intriguing case is the singly
base-stabilised cyanoborylene [(CAAC)(NC)B:] (1, Scheme 1b),
which is not known as an isolated species but is present as
a constituent fragment in its isolable cyclotetramer (4cl, Scheme
1c) and as its B]B-bonded dimer diborene species (2-dib,
Scheme 1c).17 Although the borylene cyclotetramer acts as
a synthetic equivalent of the cyanoborylene [(CAAC)(NC)B:], and
both 4cl and 2-dib react with diphenyldisulde (Ph2S2) to aﬀord
the CAAC-stabilised borane [(CAAC)B(CN)(SPh)2], no interconversion between the two isomers has been observed.
The close relationship between 4cl and 2-dib prompted us to
take a closer look into the formation and reactivity of the two
species. Considering our experimental ndings,17 a number of
questions arise: (i) why does 1 only form 4cl, but neither 2-dib
nor any smaller (or larger) cyclooligomer? (ii) What is the
mechanism of formation of 4cl from 1? (iii) Why do 4cl and 2dib form the same product when treated with Ph2S2? (iv) Is it
possible to form diborene-based oligomers from the reaction of
diborenes and borylenes? And, nally, (v) is it possible to tune
the cyanoborylene to induce its Wanzlick-like dimerisation
through the boron atoms, instead of cyclotetramerisation? To

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

shed some light on these important questions, in this work we
performed a thorough computational investigation of the electronic, structural, and reactivity properties of monomeric and
oligomeric forms of the CAAC-stabilised cyanoborylene 1 (see
Scheme 2) by combining density functional theory (DFT), highlevel multireference calculations and natural bond orbital
(NBO)18 analysis. By replacing the CAAC with a classical Nheterocyclic carbene (NHC1, see Scheme 2) we also investigate
the diﬀerences in the electronic structures of the corresponding
compounds when a weaker p-accepting and more sterically
demanding carbene ligand is used. With this, we will investigate the reasons for the general observation that NHC-stabilised
borylenes tend to form diborenes, a trend that is not observed
for the CAAC counterparts.14e
The nomenclature adopted in our paper is explained in
Schemes 1 and 2. The CAAC-stabilised cyanoborylene is
abbreviated as 1, while its corresponding diborene is abbreviated as 2-dib. Cyclic compounds in which the boron atoms are
bridged by CN units are abbreviated as ncl, in which n denotes
the number of units and cl indicates that a closed ring is
formed. The corresponding open structures are given as nop.
The prototypical systems formed by the interaction of 1 with 2dib are labelled 3-dib and 4-dib.

Computational details
First, we benchmarked distinct density functionals against the
domain-based local pair natural orbital coupled-cluster theory,
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DLPNO-CCSD(T),19 for selected closed-shell species and against
the multireference N-electron valence state second-order
perturbation theory (NEVPT2)20 approach for open-shell intermediates. The structural properties predicted by the functionals
were benchmarked by a comparison with the available X-ray
crystal structures. The analysis of the structural data (see
Section S1 of the ESI†) indicated that B3LYP21-D3(BJ)22 with
Alrich's double-zeta def2-SVP23 basis set showed the best
compromise between accuracy and computational cost, and
therefore this combination was used to compute geometries
and hessians. Our analysis also showed that uB97XD24/def2TZVP is more suitable for the relative energies of the closedshell species, which prompted us to perform additional
single-point energy computations at this level for all optimised
geometries. All structures were characterised as either
minimum energy structures or transition states by the analysis
of the vibrational frequencies obtained from the hessian
calculations. In order to assess the connectivity between the
obtained transition states and the corresponding minimum
energy structures, we performed further geometry optimisations along the imaginary mode and additional intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)25 calculations. Free energies were
obtained from single-point calculations on the optimised
structures at the uB97XD/def2-TZVP level. Solvation eﬀects were
considered using the solvation model for density (SMD)26 with
benzene (3 ¼ 2.2706) as the solvent. A concentration correction
of DG0/* ¼ RT ln(24.46) ¼ 1.89 kcal mol1 (T ¼ 298.15 K) was
added to the free energies of all calculated species to change the

Edge Article
1 atm gas-phase values (DG0) to the condensed phase standard
state concentration of 1 M (DG*). This leads to a proper
description of associative/dissociative steps.27 For selected
cases, we also performed calculations for triplet and open-shell
singlet states. These were done using the unrestricted, brokensymmetry DFT approach, as well as with high-level multireference calculations based on the complete active space selfconsistent eld (CASSCF)28 and NEVPT2 (ref. 20) methods. For
these calculations the def2-SVP basis sets was employed. Both
approaches, which have been satisfactorily used to describe
main-group biradicals and biradicaloids,29 were used herein to
estimate vertical and adiabatic singlet–triplet (S–T) gaps. The
biradical character index y0 was obtained for the open-shell
singlet species using the Yamaguchi formula.30 Finally, the
bonding situation of 1 and the ncl species was investigated with
the natural bond orbital (NBO)18 and natural resonance theory
(NRT) methods.31 All DFT calculations were performed with
Gaussian 16, Revision C.01.32 Multireference calculations were
done with Orca 4.1.1,33 and NBO/NRT calculations were carried
out with the NBO 7 program.34 Images of three-dimensional
structures were obtained with CYLview,35 while molecular
orbitals and spin densities were plotted with GaussView 6.0.16.

Results and discussion
Kinetics and thermodynamics of cyclotetramerisation
In this section, we investigate the mechanism of formation of
cyanoborylene macrocycles ncl from the self-stabilising

Free energy proﬁle (uB97XD/def2-TZVP + SMD(benzene)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP) of the oligomerisation reaction of 1. The addition
reactions to the open structures are given in black while the cyclomerisations are given in red. Energy barriers for the forward and reverse
reactions are also given in red. The most plausible reaction pathway is highlighted in yellow. All DG values are given with respect to ﬁve noninteracting molecules of 1.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2 Disentanglement of the free energies (uB97XD/def2-TZVP +
SMD(benzene)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP) of cyclooligomerisation of 1
to 2cl, 3cl, 4cl, and 5cl.

cyclooligomerisation of 1, aiming at understanding the preference of 4cl over similar structures. For that purpose, we
compute the various possible products of the addition reactions. These structures are given in Scheme 2, and their
computed free energies in benzene medium are summarised in
Fig. 1–3. In Fig. 1, the addition reactions, which depend on the
diﬀusion-controlled interaction of isolated species, are shown
in black, while the intramolecular, diﬀusion-independent cyclisation reactions are shown in red. The most plausible reaction
pathway is highlighted in yellow.
The starting species 1, which is formed from the reduction of
the stable precursor VI (see Scheme 1), possesses a singlet
ground state with a linear CAACC–B–CN arrangement. The lowest
triplet state (vertical S–T gap ¼ +14.9 kcal mol1; adiabatic S–T
gap ¼ +5.7 kcal mol1 at the NEVPT2/def2-SVP level) shows
a bent structure. The dimerisation of 1 can proceed via (i)

Fig. 3 Free energy proﬁle (uB97XD/def2-TZVP + SMD(benzene)//
B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP) of the oligomerisation of 1 to 2-dib and
higher oligomers 3-dib and 4-dib. The energy barrier for the dissociation of 2-dib into two isolated molecules of 1 is given in red. The free
energy of formation of two molecules of 2-dib (134 kcal mol1) from
isolated 1 units is also shown for comparison.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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attachment through the boron atoms, forming the diborene 2dib, or (ii) donation from the CN group into the empty p orbital
of boron. Reaction through the latter channel will form the
open dimer 2op (see Fig. 1), whose cyclisation leads to the
corresponding ring structure 2cl (see Scheme 2). The formation
of 2op from 1 possesses no reaction barrier (see Fig. S3†), and is
strongly exergonic (DG ¼ 56 kcal mol1). The cyclisation
leading to the planar 2cl ring is endergonic by +34 kcal mol1
(DG ¼ 22 kcal mol1), and possesses a high energy barrier of
+45 kcal mol1, as TS2op–cl is located at DG ¼ 11 kcal mol1.
The six-membered ring 2cl is characterised as having a triplet
ground state, with a nearby open-shell singlet biradical, whose
y0 is calculated as 0.998 at the CASSCF(6,6)/def2-SVP level of
theory (see Fig. S9†), and whose adiabatic S–T gap is merely
0.2 kcal mol1 at the NEVPT2/def2-SVP level. The endergonic
character of the cyclisation of 2op into the open-shell singlet 2cl
is mainly a result of the high ring strain of the latter species, as
will be discussed later in more detail.
In contrast to the endergonic cyclisation of 2op, addition of
a third monomeric species 1 leading to 3op is again very exergonic by 38 kcal mol1, with 3op being more stable than three
non-interacting molecules of 1 by DG ¼ 94 kcal mol1.
Geometry scans following the B–N bond stretch mode (see
Fig. S4†) indicate that the formation of 3op from 2op is virtually
barrierless. Indeed, this was expected as the nop structures have
a bent, terminal B–C–N unit that has the correct orientation to
allow the electrophilic attack of the electron-decient, twocoordinate boron atom of 1 at their terminal CN groups.
Subsequent cyclisation to 3cl is slightly exergonic by
19 kcal mol1, as 3cl is located at DG ¼ 113 kcal mol1 with
respect to 1. However, an energy barrier of +18 kcal mol1, less
than half of that of 2op to 2cl, has to be surmounted, with
TS3op–cl lying at DG ¼ 76 kcal mol1. The free energy variations with respect to the cyclisation of 2op result from smaller
ring strain eﬀects at play in 3cl. In contrast, the (virtually) barrierless formation of 4op from 3op is exergonic by
41 kcal mol1, indicating that such a transformation is
preferred both from a kinetic and thermodynamic perspective,
explaining the absence of 3cl in the experiments.
The structure of 4cl diﬀers dramatically from those of the
smaller cyanoborylene cyclooligomers. The system is composed
of a buttery-shaped, C2-symmetric twelve-membered ring,
whose strain eﬀects are signicantly reduced due to loss of
planarity. As a consequence, the cyclisation barrier of 4op to 4cl
is only +9 kcal mol1 and is so exergonic (38 kcal mol1) that
4cl is even lower in energy than 5op (DG ¼ 173 kcal mol1 vs.
168 kcal mol1 with respect to 1). Even with the formation of
5op being expected to be barrierless due to the reasons discussed above, this pentameric structure will not be formed
because its formation is diﬀusion-controlled, which is kinetically hampered with respect to the diﬀusion-free, nearly barrierless cyclisation of 4op. Hence, the buttery-shaped 4cl
species represents a trap for further oligomerisation, because
the formation of 5op starting from 4cl has a barrier of about
+47 kcal mol1. This barrier is related to the necessary ringopening step from 4cl back to 4op. In addition, this reaction
is slightly endergonic. The cyclopentameric 5cl species is more
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stable than 4cl, but the free energy diﬀerence is merely
4 kcal mol1, indicating the absence of a thermodynamic
driving force for ring expansion. Therefore, these results
provide strong evidence for the thermodynamic and kinetic
preference of 4cl over its chemically-related analogues, and
successfully predict the outcome of the oligomerisation cascade
reactions leading to 4cl from the eeting CAAC-stabilised cyanoborylene monomer.
Fig. 2 disentangles the enthalpic and entropic contributions
to the free energies of formation of the cycles 2cl, 3cl, 4cl, and
5cl. The ring expansion is both exothermic and exergonic up to
4cl. As expected, formation of 5cl from 4cl is still exothermic,
but the entropy contribution (which increases linearly from 2cl
to 5cl and is particularly destabilising in the latter) attens the
free energy curve. These results reinforce the ndings of Fig. 1,
revealing that enthalpic and entropic factors contribute to the
preferred formation of 4cl over its analogous cyclooligomers.
While Fig. 1 explains why 4cl – and not smaller or larger
cyanoborylene cyclooligomers – are formed, the question of why
two monomers 1 do not form 2-dib remains open. Additionally
the question of why 2-dib – obtained from the diboryne
precursor VII (ref. 36) – does not form 4cl via its fragmentation
to 1 also arises. These questions are answered in Fig. 3. The
formation of 2-dib from two monomers 1 is as exergonic as the
formation of 2op (see Fig. 1), but for this dimerisation reaction,
we predict a reaction barrier of +11 kcal mol1. Since the
formation of 2op is computed to be barrierless, 1 will only react
to 2op, as this intermediate is kinetically preferred. The diﬀerence between the kinetic prole of these dimerisation reactions
arises because the formation of 2-dib requires the distortion of
two linear CAACC–B–CN units, while for forming 2op one unit
remains linear. The strong exergonicity of the formation of 2dib from 1 also explains why the former does not fragment into
two monomeric units of 1, which would be necessary for the
interconversion of 2-dib to the tetramer 4cl.
The energetic prole of the computed oligomerisation steps
strongly suggests that the addition of 1 to 2-dib should also be
exergonic. Indeed, our computations predict that the formation
of 3-dib from 2-dib is strongly exergonic (DG ¼ 36 kcal mol1).
Species 3-dib can be rationalised as a diborene-stabilised borylene, and, if synthetically achieved, would be the rst of its
kind. Conversely, the attachment of another borylene to 3-dib,
leading to the diborene-bridged bisborylene 4-dib, is slightly
endergonic and signicantly less stable than the formation of
two isolated dicyanodiborenes 2-dib (4-dib: DG ¼
102 kcal mol1; (2) 2-dib: DG ¼ 134 kcal mol1). We predict
that 3-dib, a closed-shell singlet molecule with a vertical S–T gap
of ca. 10 kcal mol1 as predicted by DFT calculations, could be
formed by a controlled reaction where small amounts of the
cyanoborylene 1 are generated in the presence of an excess of 2dib. This would avoid the self-stabilising cyclotetramerisation
of 1 to form 4cl, which is the preferred reaction pathway.

Bonding situation in (BCN)n cyclooligomers
In order to derive salient information about the bonding situation of the (BCN)n cyclooligomers, we performed further
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Selected NRT bond orders (CAACC–B and the intraannular B–
C, C–N, and N–B bonds) of 1 and the cyclooligomers 2cl, 3cl, 4cl, and
5cl, calculated at the (U)B3LYP/def2-SVP level of theory. For the ncl
species, the values correspond to mean bond orders of the n individual
X–Y bonds
Table 1

CAAC

B–C

C–N

N–B

1.67
1.38
1.49
1.58
1.59

1.34
1.25
1.18
1.17
1.18

2.62
2.41
2.67
2.73
2.75

—
1.18
1.13
1.06
1.06

C–B

1
2cl
3cl
4cl
5cl

calculations based on the NBO/NRT approach. Due to size
limitations, these calculations were done for model systems
where the methyl and Dip groups of the CAAC ligands are
replaced by hydrogen atoms. The NRT bond orders of the
CAAC
C–B bond and the intraannular B–C, C–N and N–B bonds
are shown in Table 1. The values of the most relevant NBO
second-order perturbation energies, E(2), associated with the
natural resonance structure of largest weight, are shown in
Table 2. For the ncl species (n ¼ 3–5), these values correspond to
mean energies hE(2)i of the n individual donor–acceptor interactions. The corresponding values of the monomeric cyanoborylene 1 are also shown for comparison.
The NRT bond order of CAACC–B in 1 is 1.68 (see Table 1),
indicating a strong backdonation from the boron atom to the
CAAC ligand. From the NBO point of view, this interaction is
stabilised mainly by a donor–acceptor contribution involving
the CAACN(lp) donor orbital and the antibonding CAACC–B(p*)
acceptor (see Table 2), where the E(2) value is 35.3 kcal mol1.
Analogously, two donor–acceptor pairs of the CAACC–B(p) / C–
N(p*) type are found, depending on the orbitals' relative
orientation. The rst pair is formed between the CAACC–B(p)
and the C–N(p*) orbital (quasi-) parallel to it (labelled CAACC–
B(p) / C–N(p*)k), while the second involves the CAACC–B(p)
and the (quasi-) perpendicular C–N(p*) orbital (CAACC–B(p) /
C–N(p*)t term). The sum of these two contributions correspond to the CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*) values in Table 1 while the
individual CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)k and CAACC–B(p) / C–
N(p*)t pairs for 1, 2cl, and 4cl are shown in Fig. 4. In the case of

Most relevant NBO second-order perturbation energies E(2)
of 1 and the cyclooligomers 2cl, 3cl, 4cl, and 5cl. For the ncl species,
the values correspond to mean energies hE(2)i of the n individual
donor–acceptor interactions. For C–B(p) / C–N(p*) and, analogously, for C–B(p) / N–C(p*), contributions coming from the (quasi)parallel C–B(p) / C–N(p*)k and (quasi-)perpendicular C–B(p) / C–
N(p*)t bonding pairs are considered. See ESI for more details
Table 2

1
2cl
3cl
4cl
5cl

CAAC

C–B(p)
/ C–N(p*)

CAAC

C–B(p)
/ N–C(p*)

CAAC
N(lp)
/ CAACC–B(p*)

24.5
18.9
28.5
30.6
29.4

—
11.1
15.0
16.5
17.1

35.3
30.3
32.7
34.2
33.1

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 (Quasi-)parallel (left) and (quasi-)perpendicular (right) CAACC–
B(p) / C–N(p*) donor–acceptor orbitals of 1 (top), 2cl (middle) and
4cl (bottom). Their corresponding second-order perturbation energies hE(2)ik and hE(2)it are also shown in kcal mol1. The sum of these
two contributions gives hE(2)i, which for 4cl is 30.6 kcal mol1. Level of
theory: B3LYP/def2-SVP.

1, the value of CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)t is negligible, with only
the parallelly oriented pair contributing to the 24.5 kcal mol1
of the CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*) interaction. The C–N bond order
of 1 is 2.62.
Formation of the cyclodimer 2cl, whose six-membered
(BCN)2 ring is fully planar, hampers the CAACC–B(p) / C–
N(p*) and CAACN(lp) / CAACC–B(p*) interactions by ca.
5 kcal mol1 each. This is followed by a bond order decrease of
the CAACC–B and the C–N bonds, respectively, to 1.38 and 2.41.
Indeed, the NRT and NBO values experience the largest variation in going from 1 to 2cl, in comparison to those of the
subsequent expansions. This is explained by the signicant
change in the CAACC–B–C–N bonding motif, particularly the
BCN bond angle, which is 180 in 1 but is compressed to 129 in
2cl. Such a dramatic structural modication signicantly
distorts the B–C–N moiety from a perfectly linear arrangement,
which leads to a highly strained ring, and reduces the overlap
between the CAACC–B(p) and C–N(p*) orbital pairs, producing
a smaller E(2) contribution. The destabilising nature of the bent
B–C–N moiety is also reected in the electronic structure of 2cl,
whose lowest singlet state has a biradical character, with its
corresponding closed-shell singlet lying 6.2 kcal mol1 above at
the DFT level. It is important to note that for the cyclic structures each CAACC–B(p) donor can interact with a second set of
antibonding C–N(p*) acceptors through the B–N–C moiety.
These interactions follow similar trends to those through the
B–C–N motif, but with smaller energy values.
Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the NRT and E(2)
values change systematically as the ring size is increased to 4cl,
and then do not vary considerably from 4cl to 5cl. For example,

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the CAACC–B bond order of 3cl (1.49) is larger than that of 2cl
(1.38), but smaller than those of 4cl (1.58) and 5cl (1.59), which
are virtually identical. Similar trends are observed for the other
bonding descriptors. Indeed, 4cl is the rst non-planar (BCN)n
ring, with the adopted buttery structure signicantly
decreasing strain eﬀects, and also allowing more interactions
due to reduction of symmetry. These ndings indicate that 4cl
already possesses the most relevant electronic and structural
features contributing to the stabilisation of these (BCN)n rings,
and that further ring expansion does not provide any additional
benet to the system. This is in total agreement with the
computational ndings based on the thermochemical analysis,
which indicate that the thermodynamic driving force for ring
expansion is signicant only up to 4cl.
One last point should be noticed in the NBO/NRT values of
Tables 1 and 2. The C–N bond orders of 4cl and 5cl are significantly larger than that of 1, with these cyclic systems also
featuring larger CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*) E(2) values. The increase
of these donor–acceptor contributions comes from the interplay
of the CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)II and CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)t
terms as the (BCN)n rings become non-planar. Due to an
orientation mismatch between the (quasi-)parallel CAACC–B(p)
and C–N(p*) orbitals, the CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)II E(2) values
are slightly decreased to 23.4 and 23.7 kcal mol1. On the other
hand, the CAACC–B(p) / C–N(p*)t term, which features the
(quasi-)perpendicular orbital orientation and is negligible in 1
since these orbitals are perfectly orthogonal, contributes to 7.2
and 5.7 kcal mol1 in 4cl and 5cl, respectively. The increase of
E(2) due to the (quasi-)perpendicular pair overcompensates the
E(2) decrease due to the (quasi-)parallel pair, making the CAACC–
B(p) / C–N(p*) donor–acceptor contribution more important
for the non-planar (BCN)n rings. Therefore, we can conclude
that donor–acceptor contributions of the CAACC–B(p) / C–
N(p*) type are also at play in the further stabilisation of the nonplanar (BCN)n rings in comparison to their planar analogues.

Thermochemistry of the reaction with Ph2S2
At this point, it is very clear that the formation of the 4cl
buttery cyclotetramer from the cyanoborylene 1 is both thermodynamically and kinetically preferred over the formation of
diborene 2-dib, and that the interconversion of 2-dib and 4cl is
hampered due to the high B–B dissociation energy of 2-dib.
However, experimental results have shown that these two
species have very similar reactivity patterns. In this section, we
focus on the reaction of 2-dib and 4cl with Ph2S2 (see Scheme 1)
to shed some light on their reactivity patterns. In both cases,
compound VIII is formed. The relative free energies of the
mentioned species – together with those of plausible intermediate candidates – are shown in Fig. 5.
Addition of Ph2S2 across the B–B bond of 2-dib leads to Int-1,
where the S–S s and the B–B p bonds are broken, and two B–S s
bonds are formed. This transformation is slightly endergonic by
+3 kcal mol1. Contrary to 2-dib, the B–B dissociation of Int-1,
which leads to two [Int-2]$ radicals, is exergonic by
28 kcal mol1. Moreover, reaction with a second Ph2S2
compound to form the product VIII is also exergonic, with the
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Energetic and structural features of the ground state and lowlying states of 1 and NHC1. Energies are at the NEVPT2/CASSCF(2,2)/
def2-SVP level of theory.
Fig. 6

Fig. 5 Computed relative free energies (uB97XD/def2-TZVP +
SMD(benzene)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP) of 2-dib, 4cl, VIII, and
plausible intermediate candidates for the conversion of 2-dib and 4cl
into VIII. The free energies are obtained from uB97XD/def2-TZVP +
SMD(benzene) single-point calculations of the optimised geometries
at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level. The values are referenced to the
energy of four isolated cyanoborylene molecules 1.

product located 51 kcal mol1 below 2-dib. A strong thermodynamic driving force is, therefore, obtained for the chemical
transformation of 2-dib to VIII.
In turn, addition of Ph2S2 to 4cl leads to Int-1b, which is
merely +9 kcal mol1 uphill. Surprisingly, even with 4cl being
very thermodynamically stable, its dissociation into four [Int-2]$
radicals aer insertion of two equivalents of Ph2S2 is exergonic.
As in the case of 2-dib, the formation of VIII from 4cl is
remarkably favourable. Although the current computations do
not unveil the whole mechanistic pathway, they suggest that 4cl
and 2-dib can have the same reaction outcome even though they
are not interconvertible, in accordance with the experimental
ndings.17c

NHC-stabilised cyanoborylenes
While CAAC-stabilized borylenes lead to quite diﬀerent products, their NHC counterparts tend to form diborenes.14e To
determine the reasons for this, in this section we investigate the
eﬀects that distinct types of carbenes confer on the electronic
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and structural properties of Lewis-base-stabilised cyanoborylene species. For this purpose, the main electrostructural
features of the ground states and low-lying states of 1 and NHC1,
the latter obtained by replacing the CAAC ligand with the classic
imidazolylidene NHC with Dip substituents at the nitrogen
atoms, are shown in Fig. 6. The propensity of CAACs to form
stable radical and biradical main-group species is now well
established, while their NHC analogues more oen lead to
closed-shell singlet species.29a,i However, in the cyanoborylene
molecule, this tendency is inverted, as revealed by DFT and,
particularly, high-level NEVPT2/CASSCF calculations (Fig. 6).
The ground state of the CAAC-stabilised cyanoborylene 1 is
a closed-shell singlet system (S0) featuring a linear CAACC–B–CN
motif. The vertical excitation to the lowest triplet state (T1) is
+14.9 kcal mol1. Geometry optimisation at the T1 potential
energy surface leads to a structure having a bent CAACC–B–CN
moiety oriented parallel to the CAAC ligand, and which lies
+5.7 kcal mol1 above that of the S0 state of 1. In contrast, the
most stable closed-shell singlet (S1) structure of NHC1 features
a bent NHCC–B–CN motif perpendicularly oriented with respect
to the NHC plane. The vertical singlet–triplet gap at the NEVPT2
level reveals that the triplet state (T0) is lower in energy than the
singlet with this structure by 4.4 kcal mol1. Geometry optimisation of the T0 state of NHC1 leads to a structure where the
bent NHCC–B–CN motif is parallelly oriented with respect to the
NHC ring, in a similar manner to that of the T1 structure of 1.
The optimised T0 state lies 13.5 kcal mol1 below the optimised S1 state. Finally, a constrained optimisation of the closedshell singlet NHC1, where the NHCC–B–C and B–C–N angles are
xed to 180 , therefore producing a linear NHCC–B–C–N motif,
leads to S10 , which lies +1.2 kcal mol1 above S1 and
+14.7 kcal mol1 above T0.
In order to shed some light on the destabilising nature of the
linear NHCC–B–CN arrangement in the NHC-stabilised cyanoborylene NHC1, Fig. 7 presents the frontier MOs of the closed-

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Canonical Kohn–Sham frontier orbitals and H–L gaps of 1 (S0),
1 (S1) and NHC1 (S10 ) at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP level of theory.

Fig. 7
NHC

shell systems 1 (L ¼ CAAC) and the S1 and S10 states of NHC1. The
HOMO of 1 (4.81 eV) is composed of a CAACC–B p bonding
contribution, which originates from the backdonation of the
borylene lone pair to the p acceptor CAACC atom. This orbital
also features two nodal planes: one in the CAACN–CAACC bonding
region, and another in the vicinity of the C–N bond. In turn, the
LUMO of 1 (2.46 eV) is also located in the vicinity of the CAACC–
B–CN unit, but is orthogonally aligned with respect to the
HOMO. This orbital also features antibonding character at the
C–N bond, and antibonding s contributions at the carbene
backbone. The HOMO–LUMO (H–L) gap of the S0 state of 1 is
calculated to be 2.34 eV. The replacement of the CAAC ligand by
an NHC does not signicantly aﬀect either the shape or the
orbital energies of the corresponding LUMO orbitals. However,
important changes are observed in the HOMOs of the S10 and S1
states of NHC1. Both orbitals are characterised by the presence of
two nodal planes in the carbene ring. By comparing NHC1 (S10 )
and 1 (S0), it is possible to see that the extension of the B /
NHC
C backdonation is reduced drastically. This is a direct
consequence of the diﬀerences in p acidity of the CAAC and
NHC ligands. Because of the lower p acidity of the NHC, the
HOMO energy of NHC1 (S10 ) is lied by around 0.8 eV, consequently decreasing the H–L gap to 1.63 eV. The linear NHCC–B–
CN conguration forces the boron atom to retain its sp
hybridisation, which is destabilised due to the smaller backdonation eﬀect. In turn, geometry relaxation of the closed-shell
NHC
1 (S1) system leads to a bent NHCC–B–CN moiety perpendicularly aligned with respect to the NHC. This allows the boron
atom to change its hybridisation mode to sp2, with a pure lone
pair localised at the boron centre. Compared to NHC1 (S10 ), the
HOMO of NHC1 (S1) is stabilised by ca. 0.2 eV, while the LUMO is
lied to 2.20 eV, leading to a H–L gap value of 1.99 eV. The
variations in the H–L gaps are consistent with the energetic
features depicted in Fig. 6. They reveal that the smaller p

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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accepting nature of the classical NHC in comparison to that of
CAAC, as a consequence of the extra p-donating and s-withdrawing amino group, is responsible for the destabilisation of
the closed-shell NHC analogue of 1.
In order to investigate in more detail the origin of the
preferred bent C–B–CN geometry of NHC1 in contrast to the
linear arrangement of 1 (L ¼ CAAC), we performed further
computations based on the energy decomposition analysis
coupled with natural orbitals for chemical valence (EDANOCV).37 These calculations were done for 1 and the corresponding linear singlet (S10 ) of NHC1 considering the singlet
fragments BCN + L ¼ CAAC, NHC at the PBE0 (ref. 38)-D3(BJ)/
TZ2P level of theory using the ADF 2019 (ref. 39) program
package. It is important to mention that the BCN fragment must
be computed in its electronically excited conguration, so that
the p(p) lone pair at boron is doubly occupied.13b In the EDANOCV approach, the interaction energy DEint between the
fragments is decomposed into distinct contributions, namely
Pauli repulsion (DEpauli), dispersion (DEdisp), electrostatic
(DEelstat) and orbital interaction (DEorb) energies. The latter term
can be further decomposed into pairwise, donor–acceptor
NOCV contributions. The main deformation densities associated with the EDA-NOCV description of 1 and NHC1 (S10 )
are shown in Fig. 8. All energy terms from the EDA-NOCV
decomposition of the aforementioned systems are shown in
Table S11† in the ESI.
For 1, the DEint term is computed to be 242.3 kcal mol1.
The Pauli repulsion destabilises this interaction by
+142.7 kcal mol1, which is counterbalanced by the stabilising

Fig. 8 NOCV deformation densities evidencing the C / B s donation

and the B / C p backdonation in 1 and NHC1 (S10 ). Isosurface: 0.003.
Charge ﬂows from red to blue. Energies are in kcal mol1. Level of
theory: PBE0-D3(BJ)/TZ2P.
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contributions of the remaining energy terms. While dispersion
eﬀects contribute to merely 4.4 kcal mol1, the DEelstat and
DEorb represent 41.7% (160.7 kcal mol1) and 57.1%
(219.9 kcal mol1) of the stabilising contributions, respectively. A further inspection of the DEorb terms reveals that the
two major contributions sum to roughly 90% of the total orbital
interaction. These contributions are related to C / B s donation (114.6 kcal mol1) and B / C p backdonation
(83.9 kcal mol1). On the other hand, the EDA-NOCV
description of NHC1 (S10 ) indicates that the DEint term is
211.5 kcal mol1, which is 30.8 kcal mol1 less negative than
that of 1. Inspection of the energy terms that compose DEint
reveals that this diﬀerence is mainly attributed to DEorb, whose
stabilising contributions in NHC1 (S10 ) are smaller by
27.6 kcal mol1. The analysis of the NOCV pairs clearly indicates
that the decrease in the B / C p backdonation is the eﬀect
responsible for the less stabilising interaction between the NHC
and the linear BCN fragment. In other words, the EDA-NOCV
results conrm that the p-acidity of the ligand dictates the
preferred linear structure of the CAAC-stabilised borylene, as
the B / NHC p backdonation is signicantly less eﬀective.
The ndings discussed above seem to be of great importance
to the chemistry of the borylenes. They strongly suggest that the
HOMO–LUMO gap, and consequently the ground state multiplicity, is more dependent on the Lewis base, rather than the R
substituent. In that sense, NHC-stabilised borylenes would
prefer to form triplet compounds, while their CAAC analogues
would form closed-shell singlet species. This preference would
lead to distinct reactivity patterns, and could explain the general
observation that NHC-stabilised borylenes tend to form diborenes, formally the dimerisation product of triplet borylenes,
while those with CAAC donors do not dimerise through the
boron atom and show small molecule activation behavior.14e To
further test this hypothesis, we computed the CAAC- and NHCstabilised parent borylenes [LHB:] (see Fig. S5 and 6†). Indeed,
the structural and electronic properties of [LHB:] are strikingly
similar to those of the corresponding cyano compounds 1 and
NHC
1. While (CAAC)BH presents a linear CAACC–B–H bonding
motif and a closed-shell singlet ground state, with an S–T gap of
+11.0 kcal mol1 at the NEVPT2 level, (NHC)BH has a bent
NHC
C–B–H structure with a triplet ground state (S–T gap of
12.0 kcal mol1). Further calculations to test the generality of
these ndings to other Lewis-base-stabilised borylenes are in
progress.
Lastly, we have analysed the formation of the dicyanodiborene compound stabilised by two NHC ligands, NHC2-dib,
from the dimerisation of two cyanoborylenes NHC1. As discussed
above, the monomeric structure has a bent NHCC–B–CN motif,
with a ground-state triplet multiplicity. Thus, it already has the
appropriate electrostructural features to allow dimerisation
through the boron atoms. Geometry scans along the B–B bond
stretching mode reveal that, indeed, this dimerisation is barrierless (see Fig. S7†). In contrast, the NHC version of the
cyclotetrameric structure, herein labelled as NHC4cl, is sterically crowded (see Fig. S8†). As a consequence, while the free
energy of 4cl is 39 kcal mol1 relative to that of two 2-dib
species, the free energy of NHC4cl is +45 kcal mol1 relative to
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that of two isolated NHC2-dib systems. These results strongly
suggest that the formation of the diborene NHC2-dib from
eeting triplet borylenes is feasible, albeit less likely to happen
than with singlet borylenes. These ndings could pave the way
for new synthetic methods for the formation of boron–boron
multiply bonded systems, or alternatively non-dimerising
systems for small-molecule activation, which will be explored
in subsequent studies.

Conclusions
In summary, we apply DFT, natural bond orbital, natural resonance theory, and high-level multireference calculations to
investigate the electronic, structural, bonding, and kinetic
factors driving the spontaneous cyclotetramerisation of a CAACstabilised boron(I) species, and the reasons why its interconversion into a boron–boron doubly bonded compound through
a Wanzlick-type equilibrium is hampered. In addition, we
investigate why the NHC counterparts tend to dimerise, which
is not the case for CAAC-stabilised boron(I) species. The cyanoborylene species 1, which features a linear CAACC–B–CN
motif, strong B / CAACC backdonation, and a closed-shell
singlet multiplicity, preferably undergoes a barrierless dimerisation leading to a bis(borylene) compound through formation
of a boron–nitrogen bond. Indeed, the diﬀusion-controlled,
cascade oligomerisation of 1 following this route is not
hampered by kinetic barriers, and the formation of the nal
reaction product is driven by diﬀusion-free cycloisomerisation
steps. While high energy barriers are obtained for the cyclisation to six- and nine-membered (BCN)n rings from their corresponding open-chain isomers due to electronic and structural
factors, the formation of the buttery-type, cyclotetrameric
twelve-membered ring 4cl is both virtually barrierless and
highly exergonic. In contrast, dimerisation of 1 through the
boron atoms has a free-energy barrier of +11 kcal mol1, while
the dissociation of the diborene 2-dib to its monomeric units is
uphill by +78 kcal mol1. Besides correctly predicting the
reactivity of 1, and hinting towards a synthetic route for elusive
diborene-stabilised borylenes, our results provide thermodynamic and kinetic reasoning for the non-interconvertibility of
4cl and 2-dib and the lack of a Wanzlick-type equilibrium
between 1 and 2-dib. We also use computations to explore the
reactivity of 4cl and 2-dib with Ph2S2, indicating that in both
cases their deconstruction to a tetracoordinate boron(III) species
is thermodynamically favourable. Finally, the replacement of
the CAAC ligand to a classic NHC in the singly Lewis-basestabilised species 1 leads to a triplet borylene featuring an
NHC
C–B–CN motif, whose electronic and structural properties
allow its dimerisation through the boron atom. Additional
computations for the corresponding [LHB:] parent borylenes
indicate that the preference of CAACs for closed-shell singlet
compounds, and those of conventional NHCs for triplet
compounds, might be a general trend in borylene chemistry.
Further studies aimed at investigating the generality of these
ndings, and at developing new synthetic avenues to boron–
boron multiply bonded systems based on this approach, are
underway in our laboratories.
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